THE AGE OF
MOBILITY
TRANSFORMATION

FACT #1:
DISRUPTIVE
INDUSTRY SHIFTS
The mobility industry is undergoing
disruptive change.
The new competitive environment is
shaped by new non-traditional entrants
shaping new value propositions and
changing consumer behavior.

FACT #2:
DIGITAL &
BUSINESS MODEL
COMBO
The industry is undergoing the combined effect of
digitalization and disruptive business models.
These are the same industry forces that have shaped
media, photography, movies, music, retail, banking and
beyond. It is fast, lethal and highly disruptive.

FACT #3:
SOFTWARE IS
EATING THE
WORLD
Legacy companies will continue to cling on to old core
models, but an increasing amount of share of value will
go to new entrants - mostly driven by software,
technology and business model innovation.
Expect Tesla, Intel, Cisco and Uber to be likely winners.

FACT #4:
50% GONE
BY
2030
By 2030 the landscape will look significantly different,
with possibly 50% of today's car brands having gone out
of business, replaced by new brands.
Will Toyota, BMW, VW and Volvo survive?

FACT #5:
CHALLENGING
TRANSFORMATION
AHEAD
Strategic transformation by legacy companies
is fully possible, but demands a pace of
change and an ability to shape new growth
strategies not traditionally seen in the
automotive industry.

TOOL #1:
INDUSTRY SHIFTS
MAP
How is our industry changing?
How well do we understand the shifts?
How well are we adapting and transforming in the face of these industry shifts?

HOW TO USE
The industry shifts map helps you and your team map out and understand how your
industry is changing.
Put the Map on the wall, start by sketching out the top 5-10 changes you see. Next, map
them into “Power of shift vs. Our adaptability”.
Download high quality printable version at www.strategytools.io

TOOL #2:
THREE LEVELS OF
BUSINESS MODELS
The key to adaptability is moving from one to many business models. Companies
that handle disruptive threats are able to develop a portfolio of many business
models.
The Three Levels of Business Models provides a strategic framework for working with
business model innovation.

HOW TO USE
Three Levels of Business Models gives a portfolio view of your old, new and future
business models.
Using the Business Model Canvas, your team can sketch out the models you currently
have in place, then move on to designing and testing entirely new models for creating
and capturing value.
We recommend the portfolio to contain a mix of “milk & bread”, “consulting” and “swing
for the fences” business models.

Download high quality printable version at www.strategytools.io

TOOL #3:
TRANSFORMATION
TEST
Software driven firms are frequently faster, more agile and more aggressive at
driving innovation on a global scale.
As every industry is becoming increasingly digitized and every company more of a
software company, established companies need to accelerate their transformation.
The goal of the Transformation Test is to measure and manage your company’s
capacity for strategic transformation.

HOW TO USE
The Transformation Test combines multiple innovation, strategy, business model and
transformation perspectives into a single tool and a single metric. This five-item survey has
the potential to be a key strategic tool for your transformation journey.

The Transformation Test can be done in small groups on paper, or run as company-wide
online surveys, with data analysis and action planning.
Contact Engage // Innovate for more details.
Download high quality printable version at www.strategytools.io

TOOL #4:
TRANSFORMATION
ARCHITECTURE
“It’s not about ideas”. Our good friend and recognized strategy professor, Rita McGrath,
reminds executives that corporate innovation has little to do with “ideas”, but is rather
about “the problem is the system, processes, methods, tools and resource allocation.
It’s the HOW of the organization”. We call this, “building the Transformation Architecture”.
This requires developing the right mandate, securing various funding mechanisms and
building the right capacity, skills and teams. Easy? Not for most company sucked into daily
operations.

HOW TO USE
Transformation architecture is built for teams.
Print it in A3 or larger sizes. Stick it to the wall. Work through the questions, the as-is
mapping and develop an internal action plan for improving mandate, structure and
money for driving your strategic transformation.
Download high quality printable version at www.strategytools.io

TOOL #5:
INNOVATION
STRATEGY
When we ask executive teams, “can your employees explain your company’s innovation
strategy?”, we frequently get blank stares. This does not have to be the case. We deeply
believe any company can develop a future-oriented innovation strategy.
Learning from one of our clients and best-in-class innovator, Cisco, any company can
develop and implement a company-wide innovation strategy, built around market
opportunities and the “Build, Buy, Partner, Co-Invest and Co-Develop” framework.

HOW TO USE
Developing and implementing a company-wide innovation strategy is a large undertaking.
A great starting point is learning to innovate around “emerging market opportunities”. Next,
understand the “Build, Buy, Partner, Co-invest and Co-Develop” framework.
We recommend printing large-scale posters and stick them to wall. Use one poster per market
opportunity. A group of 15-30 people should be able to work through 20-30 large-scale
posters during a single workshop session. Each market opportunity should be pursued with a
mix of “Build, Buy, Partner, Co-Invest and Co-Develop”.
Use Stattys and clear markers, assign budgets and responsibilities to execute fast.
Download high quality printable version at www.strategytools.io

Welcome to an era of
strategic transformation.
It's time to build an entirely
new innovation strategy.
Talk to us:
christian@engage-innovate.com

